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Pupil of the Week 

Times Tables Champions 

Writer of the Week 

Good Learner 

The lucky winner of Learner of the Week this week was Joe B  from Green Class.  

Congratulations, a very big well done to you! 

Miss Hollick Nevaeh H (Green) Miss Spence Tyler K (Yellow) 

Miss Houlden Tereza A  (Yellow)   

Yellow Billy W - For showing fantastic Maths knowledge. 

James C - For great effort and ideas in guided reading. 

Indigo Jacob E - For showing enthusiasm towards finding meanings of words in a dictionary. 

Gabriel S - For brilliant perseverance in Maths. 

Green Stephen B - For having a focused and positive attitude to his learning. 

Hudson O - For having an enthusiastic approach to our new history topic. 

Blue Ethan H - For showing perseverance , and this is being reflected in his test results 
Layton P  -  For sharing his knowledge about earthquakes and tectonic plates. 

Orange Dolcie R -  For producing a beautiful piece of art. 

Amaar A - For having an excellent attitude towards tests. 

Red Jacob P - For always giving 100% effort and enthusiasm to all lessons and being conscientious with tasks. 

Violet F - For always contributing to class discussions and offering different perspectives. 

Yellow Blake L  - For managing to complete a fabulous myth even though he’d been absent. 

Indigo Ella C - For creating some independent sentences using speech marks. 

Green Nevaeh H - For making a great start to her newspaper and remembering to include all the features. 

Blue Josh B - For  creating an amazing narrative ending. 

Orange Layton P - For good vocabulary in our gingerbread descriptions. 

Red Kai D - For imaginative planning for his upcoming explanation text and for mastering passive voice. 

Our attendance for the whole school this week was only 91.22%. We seem to have been really      
affected by illness this week, unfortunately. Orange Class were the only class this week to achieve 
over 96% with a wonderful 97.6%. A reminder that we have a class Pizza Party towards the end of 

term for the class who have had over 96% attendance the most times so it’s something for the      
children to look forward to. It is very close between classes at the minute! We appreciate you sending 

your child in each and every day as this counts towards their class prize. We had 130 children with 
100% attendance so very well done to them.                                                                                   

The individual winner was Evie S (Yellow Class) Well done! 


